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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this work was to learn gelatin addition to ferrous coupons at saline medium in inhibiting the
corrosion process. Gelatin was produced from the fish bone of Mackerel (Scomberomorus sp) by several steps
namely preparation of the raw material, demineralization, and extraction. It has been investigated that the corrosion
rate declined when a higher concentration of gelatin was given. FT-IR explained the formation of protective gelatin
on the metal surface. It could be concluded from the typical gelatin wavenumber especially at 1630 cm -1 amide I
vibration (C=O), at 1533 cm-1 amide II vibration (N-H), at 1242 cm-1 and 3281 cm-1 for amide III (C-N and N-H
stretching vibrations). UV-Vis spectroscopy revealed the existence of peptide bonds (200-250 nm) and
chromophores (250-300 nm). In addition, SEM- EDX analysis explained that a smoother surface and a protective
film were formed with the addition of gelatin.
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INTRODUCTION
Extraction of gelatin could be carried out by hydrolyzing collagen from a certain body part of the animal.
The heating process of collagen resulting in a mixture of protein and a broken peptide bond of various
sizes.1 Gelatin consists of a protein mostly containing glycine, proline and 4-hydroxyl proline amino acid
residues.2 Amino acids composition in gelatin are equal to collagen. But it has different properties
especially in rheology, emulsifying and gel properties.2 Because of its unique properties, gelatin has
already been applied for many purposes such as in food, pharmaceutical, tissue engineering, or even in
anti-corrosion needs.3,4 On the same hand, the broad usages are supported by abundant raw materials and
cheap prices of gelatin.5
Corrosion is indicated by the decadence of structural material as a result of interactions with around
environment.5 There are a lot of methods to maintain structural material from corrosion, like the cathodic
cover, coating, the use of anti-corrosion material and participation of inhibitor. 6 In general, a biological
compound that already existed in nature could be used as a potential bioinhibitor.7-14 The addition of
gelatin as a green corrosion inhibitor was already investigated by Haruna et al 4 in 15% HCl as a
representative at the acid condition. They discovered that gelatin showed excellent inhibition efficiency.
And the surface morphology study expressed the evidence of a protective layer on coupons surface was
monitored. In addition, widely application of gelation also was effectively employed at another metal
surface such as aluminum at sodium hydroxide circumstance.15 Besides that, the preparation of gelatin as
microgels was successfully observed could extend the coating lifetime.16 Infrequent publication of the
usage of gelatin from the fish bone of Mackerel (Scomberomorus sp) as a corrosion bioinhibitor causing
this research is quite interesting.

EXPERIMENTAL
Local fish Mackerel (Scomberomorus sp) was used as a source of gelatin. Hydrochloric acid and sodium
chloride were technical grades. Meanwhile, ferrous coupons were prepared to investigate the corrosion
formation.
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Extraction of Gelatin
Fishbone was cleaned by using tap water, boiled for 30 minutes and cut in small sizes (2-3 cm).
Hydrochloric acid 5 percent was added for the demineralization process (24 hours). Ossein was obtained
by these steps. Ossein was washed until neutral and maintained at constant temperature namely at 70C
for 4 hours. The obtained gelatin was filtered and dried at 65C for 24 hours.
Corrosion Test
This test was conducted by using the weight loss method. Coupons were placed in containers with 3.5%
of NaCl. Coupons were soaked at different concentrations of gelatin namely 0, 100, 200, 300 and 400
ppm. Corrosion rate and efficiency were determined after six days of immersion.
The corrosion rate was calculated by the following equation:
×
CR(𝑚𝑝𝑦) =
× ×

Meanwhile, efficiency followed below calculation:
Efficiency =

𝑥 100%

Where,
C = Constant
W = Losing Weight
A = Area (cm2)
D = Density
T
= Time
Xa = Corrosion Rate without inhibitor
Xb = Corrosion Rate with inhibitor

Characterization
FT-IR
To study the functional groups, samples were characterized by using FT-IR Attenuated Total Reflection
(ATR) method. The spectra were used to forecast whether a cover was formed at the coupon surface and
to ensure the extracted gelatin was obtained.
UV-Vis Spectroscopy
The scanning was processed from 800-200 nm. The effects of bioinhibitor were studied by varying the
coupon with gelatin and absence gelatin after 6 days.
SEM-EDX Mapping
The investigation of surface morphology, element composition and their distribution were informed by
SEM-EDX mapping. The ferrous coupons were treated in 0 and 400 ppm of gelatin for six days.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
To evaluate the effect of gelatin in inhibiting the corrosion process, gelatins were varied in several
concentrations such as 0, 100, 200, 300 and 400 ppm at saline media (3.5% NaCl).
Figure-1(a) and 1(b) exhibit ferrous coupons at the beginning and after 6 days. Gelatins were organized
from low to high concentration from left to right (Fig.-1(a) and (b)). Meanwhile, the extracted gelatin is
seen in Fig.-1(c). The extracted gelatin had a brownish granular appearance. The extracted gelatin was
easy to be dissolved in water. The yield, ash and moisture content were 4.18%, 3.21 % and 8.57%
respectively.
After 6 days, it could be seen that ferrous coupons with a higher concentration of gelatin where the saline
media a little bit clear compared to blank coupon (0 ppm). At 0 ppm, rust was formed the entire ferrous
coupon. And rust level was downtrend from 100 to 400 ppm of gelatin.
In this study, corrosion rate was determined by the weight loss method. The corrosion rate and efficiency
are shown in Table-1.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig.-1: Corrosion at Saline Medium (3.5% NaCl) (a.) Left to right (0,100, 200, 300 and 400 ppm of gelatin on 0
days) (b.) Left to right (0,100, 200, 300 and 400 ppm of gelatin after 6 days) (c.) gelatin

It was found that the corrosion rate reduced significantly when the concentration was added from 0 to 400
ppm. Meanwhile, the efficiency increased steadily when a higher concentration of gelatin in saline media
was added. In addition, biological compounds comprising atoms for instance oxygen, sulfur, phosphorus
and nitrogen are useful to protect a structural material from corrosion. 17, 18

Fig.-2: UV- Visible Spectroscopy of Ferrous Coupon Immersion with Conditions (a)without gelatin
after 6 days (b)with gelatin after 6 days (400 ppm)

UV-Vis spectroscopy is used to learn the composition of samples based on electron excitation to antibonding molecular. Peak absorption at longer wavelengths indicates electrons more easily move to higher
states. In this study, spectra of ferrous coupon with the absence and presence of gelatin exhibits different
pattern spectra. The pattern spectra of condition with gelatin (400 ppm) showed two peaks caused peptide
bond (π → π* transition) and the existence of the aromatic group (n → π* transition), namely at around
220 and 280 nm.19
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Table-1: Corrosion Rate (mpy) and Efficiency (%) of Absence and Existence of Gelatin at
Saline Media (3.5% NaCl)
Gelatin Concentrations (ppm)
Corrosion Rate (mpy)
Efficiency (%)
0
18.8165
0
100
16.2812
13.47
200
12.6112
32.98
300
10.1090
46.28
400
7.7736
58.69

a
b
c
d
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Fig.-3: FT-IR Spectra of (a) Fish Bone (b) Extracted Gelatin (c) Ferrous Coupon with Bioinhibitor (400
ppm) and (d) Ferrous Coupon without Bioinhibitor (0 ppm)

The existence of gelatin was investigated by FT-IR analysis. FT-IR could be used to gather functional
group information after extraction and corrosion tests. Spectra of fishbone, the extracted gelatin and
coupon with bioinhitor show amide I vibration (C=O) at 1630 cm -1, amide II vibration (N-H) 1533 cm-1,
1242 cm-1 and 3281 cm-1 for amide III (C-N and N-H stretching vibrations respectively).20-22 Meanwhile,
bands at 3281, 2915 and 2848 cm-1 are correlated to amide N-H stretching, C-H sp3 asymmetric and
symmetric vibration successively. From FT-IR analysis, gelatin has already been absorbed on coupon
inhibiting corrosion process.
The rust formation is studied by using SEM. Surface analysis revealed a smoother surface appearance at
the ferrous coupon in the presence of gelatin (Fig.- 4). It was caused by a protective layer formation as the
attendance of gelatin molecules.23-25
Figure-5 exhibits Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) and element mapping analyses at ferrous coupons.
These analyses showed the existence of some elements such as carbon (C), oxygen (O), iron (Fe) and
chloride (Cl) in the absence of gelatin at ferrous coupon. But, the presence of gelatin causing chloride (Cl)
content disappeared dramatically. These evidence describing a protective layer at the ferrous coupon layer
was formed.4

(a)

(b)
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(c)
(d)
Fig.-4: SEM analysis (a) Magnification 100 X at ferrous coupon without gelatin (b). magnification 2500 X at ferrous
coupon without gelatin (c) magnification 100 X at ferrous coupon with gelatin 400 ppm and (d) magnification 2500
X at ferrous coupon with gelatin 400 ppm

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig.-5: Energy Dispersive X-Ray (EDX) (a) Element Analysis at Ferrous Coupon without Gelatin (b) Element
Mapping at Ferrous Coupon without Gelatin (c) Element Analysis at Ferrous Coupon with Gelatin and (d) Element
Mapping at Ferrous Coupon with Gelatin

CONCLUSION
FT-IR and UV-Vis Spectroscopy and SEM-EDX analysis exhibited the formation of the gelatin layer at
ferrous coupon. It was found the typical spectra amide I, amide II and amide III at FT-IR analysis. On the
same hand, peptide bond and aromatic groups were observed at UV-Vis Spectroscopy. Meanwhile, SEMEDX analysis showed a smoother and certain element (chlorine) vanished when gelatin was added. All
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characterizations were supported by the physical appearance of ferrous coupons. When a higher
concentration of gelatins was added to the container, the formation of rust was in a decreasing trend.
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